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1. INTRODUCTION 

At the European Council Meeting in Vienna in December 1998. the Commis'sion was 
requested to submit a progress report on mainstreaming of environmental policy to the 
Cologne Summit, including action within the Commission. · 

This report is part of the process launched at the ·Luxembourg Summit in December 
1997. At the Cardiff Summit the European Council invited all relevant· sectoral Councils 
to establish their own strategies for giving effect to environmental integration and 
sustainable development within their policy .areas. The Transport, Energy and Agriculture 
Councils w~re invited to start this process. In Vienna, the Heads of State and Government 
invited the Council to develop further t~?.is work in other Community policies, particularly 

· in the Development, Internal Market and Industry Councils. They also asked.the Council 
to put emphasis on the environmental dimension of employment and enlargement. 

The Amsterdam Treaty came into force on 1 May. Article 6 of the EC Treaty .now lays 
down the obligation to integrate the environment into the Community policies. 

The Cologne European Council mu§t give further momentum to this process leading to 
Helsinki. At Helsillki, the European Council will review the overall progress on 
integrating environment and sustainable development in order to link the sectoral 
strategies developed by the various Councils. It Will also consider a report from the 
Commission-on future strategy and an indicators report for monitoring· the· progress. . 
Heads of State and Government will have an opportunity for an in-depth discussion on 

· the mainstreaming of environmental policy, to make concrete decisions and to chart the 
way forward towards sustainable 'development. ' . 

This report on integration is closely linked to the separate report by the Commission o"' a 
Climate Change strategy for the EU.. Decisions on integrating environmental concen:.~ 
into transport and energy policy will be essential if the Union is to begin to take steps to 
meet its ambitious target. Further progress on introducing ec~nomic instruments is very 
important in this context. The situation· in the agricultural sector needs to be assessed in 
the light of the decisions on Agenda 2000. 

~· INTEGRATION EFFORTS BY THE COMMISSION 

In the three sectors, transport; energy ·and agriculture,. the Commission, in co-operation 
with the Member States. and the European Environment Agency, is developing sets of 
indicators for the integration of the environment into ~hese sectors. These indicators will 
be used as a tool for communication between policy makers and socio-economic actors 
and .form part of the mechanisms for sectoral environment reporting. At the Helsinki 
Summit, the Commission will present a. co-ordinated report on indicators, which will 
only be possible with· the participation and support of the Member States. 

At Cardiff, the .. Heads of State endorsed ·the principle that major ·Commi.ssion policy 
proposals should be accompanied by an appraisal of their environmental impact. A· . 
review of the current system of marking new legislative proposals with a "green star" in 
the Commission Working Programme showed· that this system was insufficient.. The 
weaknesses of the Green Star System are its narrow scope and difficulties in attributing 

· the green stars due to the limited information on the environmental impact. For these 
reasons the follow-up proved to be difficult. 
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- In the light of Article 6 of the EC Treaty, the Conimission is therefore consid~ring 
· phaSing out the old system imd replacing it by . new integration strategies· that are 

embedded in the broader context ofpolicy making. The new strategies might operate on . 
the basis of a tools ·gui-de including a screening Jist and a set of appropriate assessme~t 
methods: This· could· reinforc~ the importance of sectoral policy statements am~ the 
evaluation of likely e_nvironmental impacts. of aJI policies. Each indiv~dual sector would 
be responsibi'e for the ~application of this new and comprehensive concept. , The 
Commission services have produced a study measuring ·the success of its internal 
exercise on Green Housekeeping- the aim of ensuring good environmental practice in· 
th~ Commission's internal administFation. The study shows real progress. Beyond that, 

, the Commission will consider its participation in the Community's ceo-management and 
audit· scheme (EMAS) once the new Council Regulation is ,adopted. The new EMAS 

· Coun:cil· Regulation , will -offer organisations·· the . possibility to improve . their 
environmental performance. by establishing environmental management systems and 
·reporting their environnient<H achievements to the public:and other interested parties. By 
. a range of short, medium and long teqn acti~ns· the Commission aims at applying· the 

. highest standards of environmental care. The European Parliament has recognised. the 
Commission's leading-role in "greening" the administrative working environment and has · 
invited ~11 Community institutions and otherbodies to follow the Commission's example. 

·Apart from Green Housekeeping the Commission engages- itseif in greening its budget. · · 
This is. a process that ensures the enviro~me~tally friendly spending from budget lines · · 
which. serve primarily to' implement objectives ·of other (Community) policies. ···In 
Dece~ber· 1997 the Commission produced a document. on the progress of the ~'greening" . , 
of" the Community budget1

• . 

The Fifth Framework Programme for Research and Developmenf: also provides 
further opportunities for environment related research: '' · 

~.o.-,, 

Th~,-~mie}Ctcrthis report identifies further- initiatives ·that h~ve been undertaken ·by the. 
Commission to ensure that environmental concerns are taken·into account.·: • -

3. - CLIMATE CHANGE 

The le~dership of.the, European Union (EU} in achieving progress on· climate dhange ·at· 
international level has always been critical. Major domestic:efforts are necessary'to meet 
the Kyoto target and only /they will allow the EU,~to stay:cr.edible· in its ·leading role . 
. Europ¢an lea,dership offers economic. advantages. and employment opportunities through 

. ,Improved energy-efficiency and the: export pqten:tial of>· hew· technologies'. 'Better 
technology alone is not sufficient to.-· reduce emissions, ·however. Therefore -the 
development of new _,technologies,.needs to .. be-;•';accoinpanied-:.,by strUctural changes, 
especially-in the transport and eriergy sector. , , · -· -··'" · ·_ · 

. -'the Commissjon has made a variety of proposals during the past few years-that would 
-··· C,ontribute to Stl1,lctural changes-in_the transport and:en~rgy:·sec~ors~:In transport; they 

1 Commission Staff Working Paper "Greening of the Budget'\ SEC(97)2345 of I 0 December 19~)7 
' - . . . . ' 

2 Fifth Framewo~k P~ogramme of the European Community for-Research,Technological Development and 
Demonstration Activities (1998-2002) · · 
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are designed to rebalance the incentives for rail vis-a-vis road transport, like the railway 
liberalisation and fair and efficient pricing. On energy, key proposals include energy 
conservation, promoting renewable energy sources and the energy taxation. However, the 
Council -has been too slow in. taking up these proposals and progress has been 
unsatisfactory. The European Council has a role in insisting on early action by the 
Councils concerned. In particular the proposal on energy taxation needs to be adopted 
urgently by ECOFIN. 

The Epergy and Transport Councils have to develop strategies for the Helsinki. Summit 
that ensure a significant contribution of these sectors to the climate change objectives. A 
strong political signal should be given in Cologne .. 

. 4. AGENDA 2000 

The adoption of Agenda 2000 opens th'e way for the EU's enlargement' and is an 
·important step to ensure that Community funds contribute. to ~ust~inabl~ development. 
The Commission regrets however that the final ·decisions have diminished ~ertain 
environmental aspects of the original Commission proposal. . , 

For .agriculture, th~ reform package contains a number. of positive enyironrriental 
' elements, such as the· introduction of environmental protection requirements :in relation to 

\ support payments.' It also establishes rural development as the; second' pillar: in the 
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) with .promotion of environmental protection at- its 

- core .. It introd.i.tces important .environmentally beneficial ··components .>withi_n. 'the 
programmes that Member States now have to establish on national aqd regional'level. 
Many of these measures are voluntary but in their rural development plans .Member · 

· - States shall provide for agri-environmental measures. Real progress towards: sustainabl~ · 
agriculture now depends on the extent to whi~h Member States take. up these 
opportunitie~. In Cologne, the Heads of State and Government should call on Member. · 
·States to make full use of the possibilities. The Commission will monitor . progress 
: carefully. · ' · 

·With respect to the struCturalfunds, the new regul~tions, covering the.period ~tii 2007, 
· introduce or strengthen a series of measures to enhaqce the integration ·of envi~o~ental . 
concerns . into the planning and. programmillg of n·ew inter~entions. In iine . with ·the 
revised Treaty' protection and improvement of the environment are ·Stat~d-Cl$ objectiv~s of 
the structural ·funds. Instruments such ·as enlarged partnerships including environmental 

_ authorities and NGOs, as well as the obligation to assess environmentat impacts. in ex 
. ante evaluation of programmes and the identification of indicators to:anowa:djustments at 

mid-term, have been reinforced. Interventions in favour of the environment can ·be 
encouraged by a higher rate of co-financing. By similar meaps;· the application. of the 

: polluter pays principle in infrastructure· projects will b~e promot~d. The<en,yironm~ntai 
aspect also figures prominently in· th~ guidance the Commission has issued to help 
national and regional authorities prepai~ their new development pians. In sum~ the new 

· regulations offer a host of tools {or the continued ·greening of the funds.· It -is ,now up to 
, the Member States to draw on them and to ensure that integration is effectively taken care · · 

of in actual implementation. In sum, the new regulations offer a host of tools for a better 
integration of the environmental dimension' into regional and cohesion 'policy. It is now 
up to the Member States to draw on them in the actual imple~entation of the funds. 
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5. . EMPLOYMENT 

In its Communication on EnvironmenL.and Employment of November 19973 the. 
Commission outlined a. strategy through which. erivironrrtent and- employment policies 
could be made mutually beneficial. This approach has been actively pursued in the · 
implementation of the revised EC Treaty. 

· Specifically the·1999· employment guidelines endorsed by the Vienn~ Europea:n Council 
and adopted by the Council on 22 February 1999 aim at the exploitation of the potential 

. for job-creation offered by. eiwironmental services and technologies. They promote a· 
reform of taxation encouraging the efficient use of natural "resources while a1leviating the· 
tax burden on labour. The European Social Fund is available to respond to environment- . 
i~lated skill shortages · and promote employment · in .. environmental . services. _··. This 
approach of the potential for syn~rgy between employment· policy and environment . 
. policy . was further underlined in the ·Commission's Communication on . Community 
Policies in -support of -Employment,, which underlined the importance· of stlstainability of ·· 
growth Jllld employment. · -

,·· f • 

. . 6. INTERNATIONAL I)IMENSIONS 

-.The Millennium Round of.· the _Woild· Trade Organisation (WTO) offers the .EU the · · ~ . 
. ·:. \ . ' .. :opportunity to pursue environmental integration. in the context of trade liberalisation. It . 

·.. • · would:: be desirable that . the. WTO becomes more responsive to environmental , .• ,~.-v-
concems.', The: international economic -institutions, includint;r .the multibiteral trading ' , 
system must contribute more to promote sustainable- development. :. ; . 

· • To establish. a clearer basis for consideration of·the impact ·on the environment, t1te 
Commission has decided to undertake a·. full. sustainability assessment .of the , riew· 

. • '.Round. . This .,,would ., provide a · good· ·basis for integrating and :· mainstrea~ing 
enviromnental considerations throughout the various trade issues on the MiUeniiium 
Round agenda. · . · 

. ····The: •. particular· challenges £acing· developing countries require a close·, link.·to··be··< · 
. · .,;:_ ...... ·,·:established between· trade-(poli.cies, :·development and environment ·-·including climate, 

. "':• '!i' .change-'-· policies, .to·•ensure their mutual· supportiveness:in··pronioting sustainable· 
d~vel~pme~·t. · ... -, . · ... / .. · 

7.. CONCLUSION 
. ;.,.' 

. •:, · , The ·priority· ··for_ ·the; .. Council ·. in its. formations· .:.Agriculture;" Energy'-' T:~;ansport, 
,, :.,,Development, :Internal Mark-et and lndustcy...in,the six' months to come rriust be to devel<?P Y 'h:<.' . 

integration· strategies-that facilitate decisions_at the Helsinl&Stimmit. '~ · .. , ,,., 

• 
3 COM(97)592 adopt~d on 18 November 1997 · 
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ECOFIN could also contribute to the integratioh efforts by sending a clear message ·on 
economic instrUments to the Heads of State and Government in Helsinki. 

. . . 

For the Helsinki European Council, the Commission will in· addition to the. indicators 
report and the Global Assessment of the Fifth Environmental Action Programme present 
a report on progr~ss achieved, highlighting the sectors .in which substantive 'reS~lts have 
been reached and point af those which could have done .more. It.goes without .saying that 
it will suppo~ the Finnish Presidency and the Council in their integration efforts .. :. 
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ANNEX to the Cologne Report on Integration 

Review of integration progress since 1997 

· 1. INTEGRATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT INTO .THE 1999 COMMISSION WORK 

·PROGRAMME 

The 1999Cori1mission Work Programme1 states that the 'increase in needs to be satisfied, 
growing industrialisation, food · hazards and the rapid degradation of the natural 
environment require a strategy of sustainable development, involving balanced resource 
management, to be defined and implemented. · 

·This Work Programme defines the following priorities: Agenda 2000, the Treaty of 
Amsterdam with sustainable development as a core issue, the debate on institutional. 
reform and the introduction of the Euro. . · · 

The Amsterdam Treaty entered into force mi 1 May 1999. This represents a new stage in 
European integration. New possibilities are opened up in fields where· EU action can 
provide real added value, in particular in: the areas of freedom, security and justice, . 
employment and social policy, health, the common foreign and security policy and last 
but not lea5t sustainable development. 

According to the 1999 Work Programme, the inclusion of sustainable development in the 
Treaty and the conclusions of ·the Cardiff. European· Council on the strategy for 

. incol]Jorating environmental aspects into all Community policies provide a framework 
for tackling eirvironmerital challenges more effectively .and for improving the quality of 
life. It underlines that the Commission intends to facilitate this proces·s as much as . 

. possibie. Currently the Commission services are working on an overall evaluation: of the· 
implementation of the Fifth· Env1ronmental Action Programme. This evaluation will 
include g:uidelines on the revision of environment policy objectives and priorities. It.will 
also take an active part in monitoring the conclusions of the follow-up to the Kyoto 
Conference ori climate change in order to· maintain Europe's influence and .leadership in 
this key area. . · · · · 

.-· 

'· 
· .. := . ·. 

2. INTEGRATION .INiTIATIVES AT COMMISSiON LEVEL IN THE YEARS 1997 AND 1998 
. . 

The follo'Yi.ng ~hows some examples for the successful integration of the environm~nt · 
into other policies in the' years 1997-199_8. ' . . 

2.1. >Industry 

In industry, "The Competitiveness Report'' published in 1997 refle~ts the view that high 
environmental ·requirements have become an integral part of doing business and an· .. 
intrinsic condition for the long-term competitiveness of industry. · Environme~tal 
considerations have also been integrated in the Commission Communications · ''An 

1. The Commission's Work Programme for .1999 - The policy priorities, COM(l99S)604 final of 28 ' · 
· OctoberJ99S · · · · · · · 
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Industrial Competitiveness Policy. for the EU Chemical Industry" and "The 
Compet~tiveness of the Recycling Industries" as well as in the activities of specific 
individual sectors, such as chemicals, car industry, recycling industry, foodstuffs and 
recreational craft. It is worth to mention in this context the agreement achieved with the 
European car producers for the reduction of C02 emissions. 

Several projects were launched aiming at the promotion of ceo-efficiency strategies, 
environmental best practices and environmental management tools. Work in this domain 
includes the development of initiatives such as the European Eco-Efficiency Initiative · 

. . 

(EEEI), the European Network for Environmental Best Practices (ENEBP) and the 
European Business Environmental Barometer (EBEB). The Commission has. also 
launched several studies aiming at evaluating the methods used to assess the cost-benefit 
and cost-effectiveness of environmental policies. They will also look at the development 
of methodologies for assessing impacts on environment and competitiveness. 

Work ori the integration of environmental considerations into product standards has been 
continued focussing on the forthcoming adoption of the "General Guidelines for the 
relationship between CEN, CENELEC and ETSI and the European Comniission" and on 
adequate organisational procedures. The Commission has also started a major policy 
initiative, the Integrated Product Policy (IPP), with a strong focus on industry and other 
stakeholder involvement. 

The Commission effort in industry policy will be intensified following· the adoption on 
29 April 1999 of the Industry Council Conclusions on the integration of environment and 
sustainable development int9 industrial policy. These conclusions emphasised the need to 
develop an integrated approach to . sustainable development, taking into account the 
objectives of environmental protection, economic and social development. They also 
stressed that the Industry Council should pUrsue further work in this sense with a view to 
submitting a detailed report to the Helsinki European Council. 

2.2. Transport 

Transport is one of the sectors explicitly mentioned in the Conclusions of the European 
Council in Cardiff as being a priority for integration. In June 1998 the first joint 
Transport and Environment Council in June 1998 was held. The joint Council invited the · 
Commission "to facilitate the exchange of information on national and local strategies 
and to contribute further to the development of a Community strategy on how to achieve 
environmentally sustainable transport". ·In response the Commission h~s set up an Expert 
Group on transport and environment that is proceeding on schedule. The group has 
formed two working groups that focus on integration strategies and on demand-side 
measures. The working groups are preparing draft position papers on these- topics. 
Further work will proceed throughout ~he summer with the aim of completing the plenary 
expert group's report in autumn. The Commission will thus be able to support the 
Transport Council in its aim to draw up "an ambitious yet pragmatic Community-wide 

·work programme, with a clearly phased approach" as stated in the Conclusions of the 
November 1998 Council. - · 

Indicators are a vital element of integration in order to assess the current integration 
situation and the progress that has already been made. The joint Council thus invited the 
Commission, "to develop a comprehensive set of indicators of the sustainability of 
transport [ ... ] and to report on them regulariy to the Council'-'. The Transport 
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Environment Reporting . Mechanism (TERM) is being pursued in r~sponse, in co
operation with the EurQpean Environment Agency and EUROST AT. The preparatory 
work is proceeding and the· Agency has produced an interim paper to-document the state 
of play of its respective work. Currently, the-pn~liminary set of -indicators Identified in 
earlier TERM work is. undergoing· reyision in order to accommodate the needs of the 
target audience and the constraints of data availability. A first report that will also mark 
the beginning of the regular reporting mechanism will be published before- the end of 

,, 1999. ' 

Last but not least, reference must be made to the- fact that the -high level of integration 
aimed at in the· Commission's proposals could not be kept up in. all cases in the adoption . -. 
process in the Council. One example ·is the proposal for the eurovignette. The 
_Commission's original proposal of a system of road user charges ·for heavy goods 
vehicles that followed the-EURO emission classes2 was watered down. Nevertheless the 
pJjnciple of differentiated treatment. of vehicles accorcling to their environmental 

·performance was retained and the dir~ctive can be considered a first step forward towards_ 
-the intemalisation of external costs qmsed by h~avy good vehicles. This objective- will 
·need to be further pursued on the basis of the review clause in the directive. Last but not 
least, the maximum user charge rates in th~ Council Comlnon Position were lower than 
those proposed by the Commission and Parl1amene -· . · 

2.3. Agriculture 

The process of environmental integration into agriculture has · continued duririg · this 
period. notably· through the development of the-· Member States agri-environment 
programmes. By the end of 1998, 20% of the EU agricultural aiea wa5 -managed by 
farmers under agri_-environinental contracts under an EU regulation; There _-is 

·considerable variation in uptake between Member States and also in the environmental 
benefits of the programm~s supported. The total budgetary EU ·commitment to agrl-, 
environment in 1999 is forecast at _Euro 1.9 billion and this figure will be considerably 
increased by the . Member States' contributions. In recent years expendit1lfe on agri.:. 
environment_ (EU and Member States) has, reached 250-300 MECU each in France, 
Austria· and Finland. · 

Apart from. agri:-environment, integration into the Common Market Organisations haS 
-taken place in th~ fruit and vegetable and the tobacco regimes. · 

· In preparation of the C:::AP refotril and following the Cardiff process the Commission 
-presented a Communication on "Directions towards Sustainable Agriculture"4

-·to _the 
-·Council and Parliament in J anuaiy 1999 . 

2 COM(96) 331, 10.7.96 
' . 

. 3 SEC(l999) 1 04 ftAal. 

· 
4 COM ( 1999) 22 final. >' 
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2.4. Structural funds and Cohesion Famd 

While in the ·framework of the 1997-1999 Stru~t~ral Fundls Programme the 
environmental aspects have already been taken into consideration within the <;>bjective 1 
programmes, the Commission has also started to put a greater emphasis on preventive 
environmental measures (such as eco-products and environmentally related research) in 
the objective 2 programmes. Specific guidelines were addressed to the Member States 
that included the new environmental requirements. In addition the Commission had a 
study on "Sustainability and the Structural Funds" in objective 2 regions published in 
June 1997 that i9entified preventive measures ·and best practices which were widely 
discussed in seminars and workshops in Member States. Finally the Commission had a 
handbook on environmental assessment of regional development plans. and EU structural 
funds programmes elaborated by a ·consultant. A report on the "Thematic evaluation of 
the Impact of the Structural. Funds on the Environment" is currently up.der preparatiol). It 
will include useful guidelines for the . evaluation methods with a view to integrating 

·environmental requirements into the new Structural Funds J;>rograinmes. 

]n the course of 1997 and 1998 the cohesion fund fully attained the objectives of 
attributing 50 % of its sources to funding of environmental projects. This is contributing 
to the realisation of much needed environmental integration in the cohesion countries. 

2.5. Energy 

In November 1997 the Commission adopted a White Paper defining a Community 
strategy and an action plan on renewable energy in order to encourag~ the penetration of -
renewable energy into the market with the aim of doubling· its use between 1996 and 
2010 (6% of total consumption in 1996, 12% in 2010). · 

In October 1998, the Commission Communication on energy entitled "Strengthening 
Environmental Integration within Community Energy policy"s was adopted. It examines 
the means of strengthening the environmental dimension of energy policy. It also 
identifies a balanced, realistic and flexible approach and a number of actions judged to be 
of significance. Three priority areas have been· elaborated: energy efficiency, increasing 
the market share for clean energy and reducing the environmental impact of energy 
resources. 

In December 1998, the Council adopted a decision initiating the Framework Programme 
. . l ' 

Energy (1998-2002). Its aim was to bring within the same structure all energy policy 
actions in order to improve their effectiveness and to guarantee their consistency in 
relation to priority objectives, especially those related .to environmental protection. U11der 
the same programme the Council adopted ·a specific programme intended to promote 
international co-operation in the energy sector6

• 

The Council and the Parliarrient adopted the Fifth Framework Programme for research, 
technology and development (RTD) for the years 1998-2002 in· December 1998. Under 
the thematic programme Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development €1,042 

'COM(98)571 final of 14 October 1998 

6 _Council Decision 99/23/CE of 14 December 98 
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. million has been eannarked for energy. The .link between energy and environment ·in the 
same programme reflects the aim of integrating the two components. 

' 
~ The. adoption of the · Community . Energy Framework Programme in 19977 aimed at 
· creating t.he Altener II Programme (1998~2002) in order to continue the promotion of · 
renewable energy beyond ilie expiry of the original Altener Programme. 

2.6. International and-Development co-operation 

The Regulation the Council adopte(j in April 1997 on epvironmentaJ measures · in 
develdping countries in the context of sustainable development formalised the· activities 
undertaken in this field. The Regulation seeks tq promote measures that deal wi(h · 
environmental problems "in developing countries and enhance •the integration o{ 

) environmental concerns in aU . programmes o.f EU development co-operation. This is 
achieved by providing seed money for special projects to support sustainable .. 
development. Following this Regulation, action was takt:m in 1998 to broaden the scope 
to mainstreaming environment more generally. A revised Regulation was presented in . 
·early 1999 which will allow for support to more strategic, structural. actions such as the 
development of national ·strategies , for sustainable development, developing countries 
participation and implementation of international conventions and capacity building. 

In.December 1997 an. evaluation of the enviroiimental performance of EC Programmes in 
developing countries was finalised. It concluded that the human. resources to administer 
the budget and tasks given to the Community in the field of environment and 

, . development were far inferior to comparable resources·in Me!fiber States or international 
institutions like the World Bank. It also indicated that priority should be given to pilot 
and demonstration projects and · building capacity in developing countries m 
environmental policy making and implementation. 

1998 saw the start of the negotiations of the successor to the Lome Convention. The 
·Commission had insisted on sustainable development as an· objective· ·of the new 
Convention and: is now pursuing this aim in the negotiations with the ACP countries. The· 
partners generally accept it but it will subsequently have to be translated iii operational 
terms in the implementing agreements. · 
. . . . . 

The Cooocil Regulation of Jun~ 1996 ori the provision of assistance to economic reform . 
and recovery in the New Independent States (NIS) and Mongolia has .introduced the 
element of .environmental considerations into the desig'ni~g and implementing · of 
programs.· Projects to· address environmental problems in the NIS have been· introduced 
into the TACIS Programme on a systematic basis since 1996. This year a newTACIS 
Regulation will be adopted in which the Commission has proposed to strengthen the 
environmental aspects of the programme including environmental integration.' 1 

Since 1995, the Phare programme has ~equired all infrastructure project~ to include 
· environmental impact assessments. ·In addition, Phare has finap.ced specific 

environmental programm~s within . the candidate· countries. . The importance of 
environmental _sustainability within the Phare ·programme is a key principle within the . 
new Phare guidelines. 

\. 

7 C()m(97)87 final 
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-2.7. Single Market, 

The Commission Communication. to the European Council in Amsterdam entitled 
"Action Plan for the Single Market "8 underlined that only a Single Market in which the 
social dimension is enhanced and the consumer rights as well as health and the 
environment are protectedcan.be a priority objective for the benefit of all citizens. 

Currently work on another Commission Communication· on the Single Market and the 
eJ:}vironment is being prepared. This Communicat~on will, inter alia, identify key areas· 
for further discussion and action to enhance synergies between these policy areas . 

. The Commission has also published a Communication on public procurement9 that 
contains a chapter on the environment (and on social issues as well). This chapter recalls. 

. ( . 
certain principles and announces an interpretative document for public;ation in 1999 to . 
further clarify' the issue on how environmental considerations can .be integrated into 
public ·procurement procedtJres within the current legal framework. 

2.8. Employment 

On 21 April 1999 the Commission adopted a Communication on Community Policies in 
Support of Einployment10 which stated that improvements on the levels of environmental 
protection, economic efficiency_ and competitiveness should be mutually reinforcing and 
supportive of economic and social progress. It further considers that investments in clean 
and energy-saving technologies will contribute to higher employment rates either through 
increased competitiveness of companies or _through an increasing demand for 
environmentally sound products and services. It announced the completion by mid-2000 
of an analysis of the possible employment effects of a switch towards clean technology · 
and production processes, which could lead to a handbook of innovative practices. · 

8 CSE~97) 1 fmal of 4 June 1997 

9 Commission Communication "Public Procurement in the European Union"; COM(98)143 final of.ll 
March 1998 · · · · 
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